Unravelling the structure of protic ionic liquids with theoretical and experimental methods: ethyl-, propyl- and butylammonium nitrate explored by Raman spectroscopy and DFT calculations.
We present an analysis of gas-phase structures of small clusters of n-alkylammonium nitrates (ethyl, propyl, and butyl) together with vibrational Raman spectroscopy of their respective liquid phases. The assignment and interpretation of the resonant frequencies have been performed by comparison with high-quality ab initio (DFT) computations. The theoretical spectra are in excellent agreement with the measured ones and allow the interpretation and assignment of almost all the spectral features. A careful analysis of the vibrational frequencies and of the electronic structure of the compounds has provided additional information on various structural features and on the rather complex hydrogen bonding network that exists in such compounds. A geometric structure of the short-range local arrangement in the bulk phases is also proposed.